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Perfect for: Kids who like realism. A few of these poems each day will delight the ear, charm the senses, and
satisfy our human need for rhyme and rhythm. He discovers fish to catch in the ocean and amuses himself
with playful shrimp and crabs. The author, Sandra Markle, set out to track the scientists who were tracking the
snowy owls. Dazzle Ships is a book that will appeal to children who are interested in military history, and also
possibly to those who are interested in art. The mother grabs the lions' attention and leaps into a tree, giving
her Legadema a chance to run and hide. It was one of the first county-wide libraries, set up to serve not only
the people in town, but also those who lived in the outlying rural areas. For seven years Hagedorn help to
"incubate" the infertile eggs and then would eventually take away the nest and the eggs, knowing they would
never hatch. Find Sam and the Lucky Money at your local library. Children fall from broomsticks, are turned
into animals by the wrong spells and threatened by a band of misfit witches. This story of four
African-American women who rose to positions of responsibility in the space program has shed light on
important history for adult audiences, and now there is a way to introduce the story to children. With a wild,
fast-paced adventure and illustrations that drive the narrative, this book about a plucky heroine will have your
child asking for the next book in the series. He laid down some adhesive tape, put some squares of sterile
gauze on top and then put a layer of something called crinoline on top to keep the whole strip sterile. Find Mr.
This early reader is full of fun facts about emperor penguins â€” their lifecycle, habitat, predators and even
what they like to do for fun. This being war, the ending isn't as happy as we'd hope. All of this is narrated in a
style that reminds me of an early chapter book. It would provide a good overview for a child who is interested
in training his or her own dog. The Puppy Sister by: S. In the end Ira decides for himself, and learns he made
the right choice. They only weigh about 4 ounces when they are born, and they are hairless. She starts by
telling how she couldn't play on the same playgrounds as the white kids, or go to the same school, or drink
from the same water fountains. Children who hadn't come into much contact with books now found that they
could check out several at a time. In this unit, students learn to: Write about areas of expertise Read mentor
texts to study nonfiction writers craft Elaborate Write for readers, anticipting their questions and hooking their
interest Experiment with different kinds of nonfiction writing This unit is intended as Unit 2 for second grade,
but can also come at other times in the year. Find Painted Dreams at your local library. The author teases us by
pretending to end the story several times, but then going on to tell us another important part of the band-aid's
evolution. They just don't want the animals to bond with the humans. They are colorful, yet refined, and
convey the dignity of each woman. Write down the facts about your book on a sheet of paper. I dare anyone to
read it and not laugh â€” or cry. Find Make Way for Ducklings at your local library. There are some
references to violence: a slave is killed, a silhouette of the capture of a runaway, news images from protest
marches. Not only are they cute as can be, but they also fulfill the role of valuable predators in the ecosystem.
I once had an eight-week-old puppy who couldn't seem to hold it for two minutes. From the first paragraph,
she draws readers in, describing a female adult panda. But, the State of North Carolina objected when they
saw a barge the size of a football field full of garbage coming their way. The text is fairly large, and the
pictures are big, colorful, and sharp. Tunneling to Freedom is the story of that great escape told for children in
a hardbound comic book format, and I have to say that it injected more information and reality into the story
than the movie did. This is an exciting, rollicking story for readers who love adventure. As I read, I wondered
what would happen to the men remaining. Dogku is a clever and sweet little story about a stray dog who finds
a loving home. But before that, he was a little boy who saw art everywhere: in poetry books and museums, in
games and in the words that we speak, and in the pulsing energy of New York City. I think not! Her brother
Matthew draws Babymouse whimsically. Give the report a final spelling and grammar check.


